The Fredholm theory of integral equations is applied to the Pcrron-Frobenius equation which determines the invariant measure of nonlinear difference equations. The resultant Fredholm determinant D is identical to 1/(, where ( is the Artine-Mazur-Ruelle (-function. From the investigation of D we get the observable condition of the invariant measure of chaos, its stability against external noise, etc.
Chaotic behavior of a dynamical system is formally characterized by the existence of invariant probability measure with positive Kolmogorov entropy.u However, even if there exists an invariant measure satisfying the condition just mentioned, we may not be able to observe chaotic behavior of the system. A typical example is the so-called window phenomenon. 2 > Therefore it is an important problem to characterize the o bserva bility.
From the physicists' point of view, we believe that the observability and stability against external noise of a chaotic behavior are closely related.
In the present short note, we take endomorphisms f: I~ of an interval I as the simplest example of dynamical systems and consider the conditions for the observability and stability against external noise through formally applying the Fredholm theory of integral equations. 
for all x in A, where m is a probability measure w.r.t. to which our choice of the initial conditions (points) is equiprobable (usually, m is the uniform probability measure on the interval I). 2. [Observ-
able chaos] We say that f shows an observable chaos iff has an observable invariant measure with positive Kolmogorov entropy. The conditon for the (formal) chaosu,<J,Bl can be easily checked. However, the observability condition cannot be easily checked. In the case of endomorphisms of an interval, we have the following conjecture extracted from our experience: Conjecture:
The observable invariant measure with a positive Kolmogorov entropy is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, and its density function 9 exists in the usual sense of the function (not in the sense of the distribution).
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We consider the condition for f to have this density function.
Formal ajJplication of the Fredholm theory.
If piecewise differentiable f has an invariant density 9, the Perron-Frobenius equation for 9 is 9 (::r) = C£ t9) (::r)
(1)
The equation can be considered (at least formally) as a Fredholm integral equation. 3 J , 4 J Vve consider the following eigenvalue problem:*)
yc=t '(x) Note the following formula:
Heuristically from Eq. (3) we get
Although the trace of non-compact operators is not well-defined usually, the formula can be immediately justified, e.g., when f is piecewise C 2 -function and If'! >c for some constant c>1 whenever f' is defined. In the case of Markovian f, i.e., the Hamiltonian function of f, which appears when fis realized by the symbolic dynamics, 1 u depends only on a finite number of coordinates, then the formula ( 4) Free energy (topological pressure) and D (l.,f). It is known that the free energy P is given by 5 l P=lim sup n-1 ln Qn. If P<O, then p > 1. This implies that there is no physical invariant density function; this case occurs, e.g., when the attracting set is the Cantor set (strange attractor).
P=O and p=1 are equivalent and in this case there is at least one invariant density function (f can show an observ .. able chaos).
Since P is given by Eq. (6), the crucial conjecture used in the interesting paper of Kai and Tomita 13 l is always correct when chaos is observable. Thus, iff has no stable periodic orbits, there is a positive constant c such that Qn<cn for all n>M, yvhere M is some positive constant.
Upper limit of Qn·

PeTron-Frobenius equation under external noise.
We consider the following "Langevin" difference equation:
where bn are independent stochastic pro- =P'x-[P'x], P'>1, it follows from Ref. 11) that iff is non-Markovian (for simplicity), then D(}.,f)=l-.':8an(z/P')n, (13) 
